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Molecular dynamics simulations were employed to understand the improved thermal conductivity

and water boiling heat transfer characteristics of adding single-layer graphene (SLG) to substrates.

The 100, 110, and 111 planes of Cu, Ni, Pt, and Si were selected for study based on common heat

transfer and graphene-compatible materials. Vibrational density of states data were analyzed in order

to view heat flux trends. After equilibration at 300 K the temperature was increased to 400 K for 3

ns to induce nucleate boiling (∼ 27 K wall superheat). It was found that the addition of SLG greatly

improved the overall thermal conductivity of the composite substrate, with increases in the one to

two orders of magnitude range. The temperature gradients for SLG-coated substrates were found

to be much lower than bare substrates. Nanoscale boiling curves were produced. The CuG100 case

shows a 14% increase in critical heat flux (CHF) (∼ 0.36 GW/m2) over the Cu100 case, and the

PtG100 shows a 9% increase (∼ 0.48 GW/m2) over the Pt100 case. The SLG-coated substrates also

required less superheat to achieve the CHF condition.

KEY WORDS: boiling heat transfer, thermal conductivity, graphene, critical heat flux,
nanoscale heat transfer, molecular dynamics simulation

1. INTRODUCTION

As electronics and electromechanical devices continue to require increased power capabilities
with reduced spatial profiles, it is important to explore a multitude of methods for removing
high heat fluxes (Jaikumar et al., 2017). The micro- and nanotechnology fields also contribute
to this need, as electrical processes at these very small scales naturally result in very high power
densities. To this end boiling heat transfer has long been studied due to its ability to remove high
heat flux through phase change (Gheltaghy et al., 2018; Kubo et al., 2017; Shatto and Peterson,
2017).

Pool boiling specifically is attractive due to its passive nature, resulting in reduced system
complexity and ease of implementation. However, the mechanisms and many factors involved
in these boiling scenarios are still unclear and are being investigated. In order to form a better
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NOMENCLATURE

C numerical constant (eV· F/C2)
D VDOS, dimensionless
ei energy of atomi (eV)
E potential energy (eV)
f frequency (Hz)
fi force vector of atomi (eV/Å)
J heat flux [eV/(̊A2 · ps)]
k thermal conductivity

[eV/(Å·K·ps)]
kB Boltzmann constant (eV/K)
q atomic charge (C)
r interparticle distance (̊A)

rc cutoff radius for particle
interaction calculations (̊A)

ri position vector of atomi (Å)
S VDOS overlap, dimensionless
Si stress of atomI (eV/Å3)
t time (ps)
T temperature (K)
vi velocity of atomi (Å/ps)
V volume (Å3)
ǫ Lennard-Jones potential well depth (eV)
ǫ0 dielectric constant (F/̊A)
σ Lennard-Jones characteristic length (Å)

understanding of boiling heat transfer on the nanoscale, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
are a useful method to gain insights at the molecular level, because carrying out experiments
on a scale this small is difficult. MD simulations can providegood qualitative and quantitative
data for configurations that are prohibitive to recreate experimentally, or that are not yet possible
to create due to technological or financial constraints. MD also overcomes the limitations of
classical theories based on continuum mechanics and thermodynamics, and allows for simple
and flexible control of many variables such as pressure, temperature, heat flux, etc.

A method of improving heat transfer that has garnered much attention in the recent past is
the use of graphene. Graphene has a host of favorable properties, including very high thermal
conductance (Nika et al., 2009) and effective thermal rectification (Ouyang et al., 2010). The
effect of geometry and temperature of metal-graphene composites has been investigated via MD
simulation (Chang et al., 2012), showing that interface conductance tends to decrease as the
number of graphene layers is increased. The thermal resistance at a water-graphene interface
was also simulated (Alexeev et al., 2015), showing that the Kapitza resistance decreased with
increasing number of graphene layers, and was also dependent on the density stratification of
the adjacent water block. More recently, some pool boiling experiments have shown an increase
in heat transfer when using graphene-coated substrates. Seo et al. (2015) showed a 9% increase
in critical heat flux (CHF) for a nonporous graphene-coated ITO (indium tin oxide) surface over
bare ITO, while porous graphene-coated ITO increased CHF by90%. Similarly, Jaikumar et al.
(2017) showed both CHF and a heat transfer coefficient of over40% when comparing water
boiling on a copper versus graphene and graphene oxide-coated copper.

Previous studies have looked at the effects of different substrate topologies, including flat
substrates and those topped with nanostructures Diaz and Guo (2017a). Nanopillar height ef-
fect on evaporation was investigated (Morshed et al., 2011), showing that the evaporation rate
increased with nanostructure height, and that the liquid-film separation temperature during ex-
plosive boiling also increased. Seyf and Zhang (2013) showed a similar result with increasing
spherical nanoparticle size, and also observed smaller droplet sizes during explosive boiling as
the nanoparticle diameters increased. The effect of wettability on a nanostructured substrate was
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investigated by Diaz and Guo (2017b), showing that CHF tendsto increase with the hydrophilic-
ity of both the base wall and nanostructures.

While some pool boiling experiments involving graphene-coated substrates have been car-
ried out, very few, if any, simulations have explored this scenario on the nanoscale. In this study,
metallic substrates like copper, nickel, and platinum, andthe semiconductor silicon are topped
with single-layer graphene, and system temperatures are raised to induce both nucleate and ex-
plosive boiling of water. Such substrates have favorable thermal properties and have been used to
grow graphene in the past (Chang et al., 2012; Choi et al., 2010). These materials are often used
in electronic chips and other high-power devices due to their thermal properties (among others),
and enhancing these properties is often a method used to improve system performance. For the
metal substrates there is also the possibility of growing large area graphene films via chemical
vapor deposition (Dahal and Batzill, 2014). Simulation of these different scenarios allows for
comparison of many system attributes, including liquid density, heat flux, substrate thermal con-
ductivity, and vibrational density of states, to gain insight into the heat transfer mechanisms of
these small-scale systems.

2. SIMULATION METHODS

The simulation domain shown in Fig. 1 consists of a metal substrate topped with a single layer of
graphene, over which the liquid water rests. Water vapor fills the rest of the simulation domain.
The domain is roughly 49× 46× 210 angstroms (̊A), although slight changes to each dimension
were made in certain cases to accommodate the varying substrate lattice parameters. To prevent
finite size effects the domain is periodic in both the positive and negativex andy directions,
while the upperz boundary is a fixed, reflective, adiabatic boundary. Each substrate consisted of
five monolayers, where the bottom monolayer was held immobile to act as a lowerz direction
boundary, and the second layer was used for thermostatting purposes. Based on previous work

FIG. 1: Setup of simulation domain
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(Morshed et al., 2011), the upper three layers were deemed tobe enough for use as conduction
layers to heat the water above. The Cu, Ni, and Pt were arranged in an fcc lattice structure,
with densities of 8.96 g/cm3, 8.91 g/cm3, and 21.46 g/cm3, respectively. The Si substrate was
arranged in a diamond cubic structure with a density of 2.33 g/cm3.

For each substrate, boiling simulations were run using the 100, 110, and 111 planes in order
to test conductivity and compatibility with the graphene layer. Each plane has a different lattice
mismatch with graphene as well as a slightly different substrate-graphene separation distance,
which could affect overall heat transfer. The number of substrate atoms ranged from 720 to
2185 atoms. Table 1 shows the simulation domain dimensions and number of substrate atoms
for each case. In this study cases are referred to by the substrate material, lattice plane, and
graphene layer (e.g., CuG100); in the cases without graphene used for comparison purposes,
only the substrate and plane are marked (i.e., Cu100). Eighthundred eighty graphene atoms
were arranged above the main substrate with the standard hexagonal (honeycomb) lattice, with
a 2.46-̊A lattice constant.

Twelve monolayers of liquid water (forming a 36-Å-thick film) were initially placed above
the graphene layer with water vapor molecules filling the rest of the domain, totaling 3192
molecules. The extended simple point charge (SPC/E) water model was employed, which uses
a 1-Å bond length, 109.47◦ HOH bond angle, –0.8476e oxygen charge, and 0.4238e hydrogen
charge. The SHAKE algorithm was used to maintain the molecule geometry, while a PPPM
solver with 10–4 accuracy was used to compute long-range Coulombic interactions. All simula-
tions were conducted using LAMMPS software (version 31, Mar2017), an open-source classical
MD code based on Plimpton’s work (Plimpton, 1995), while visualization was performed with
VMD v1.9.1 (Humphrey et al., 1996).

The interactions between graphene and hydrogen molecules were modeled using the AIR-
EBO potential (Stuart et al., 2000) with a 10.2-Å cutoff. Interactions between Si atoms were
modeled using the three-body Stillinger-Weber potential with a cutoff of 3.8Å, which works
well for atoms arranged in the diamond cubic lattice structure (Si, Ge, etc.). The remaining in-
teractions were modeled using the standard 12-6 Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential with an additional

TABLE 1: System dimensions and substrate configurations

Case Dimensions (̊A) # Substrate Atoms

CuG100 50.6× 47.0× 211.0 1820

CuG110 51.3× 46.8× 208.2 1359

CuG111 50.6× 46.8× 210.5 2128

NiG100 49.3× 46.8× 210.5 1890

NiG110 49.3× 47.4× 207.9 1330

NiG111 49.6× 46.8× 211.9 2185

PtG100 50.0× 47.1× 211.5 1560

PtG110 51.0× 46.8× 208.6 1105

PtG111 49.2× 48.6× 213.3 1854

SiG100 49.2× 46.8× 208.2 720

SiG110 49.2× 46.8× 211.3 1080

SiG111 49.2× 46.8× 209.5 1040
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term to take Coulombic interactions into account. The full potentialE is given by

E = 4ǫLJ

[

(

σ

r

)12
−
(

σ

r

)6
]

+
Cqiqj
ǫ0r

for r < rc (1)

wherer is the interatomic length,rc is the cutoff distance,ǫLJ is the potential well depth,σ
is the characteristic length at which the potential goes to zero,q is the atomic charge,ǫ0 is the
dielectric constant, andC is a constant (all LJ potential parameters are shown in Table2).

It should be noted that for use with the PPPM solver the Coulomb term includes a damping
factor, which goes to zero atrc, and takes anerfc form. It should also be noted that different
cutoff radii (rc) are used for the LJ and Coulombic terms. The LJ term cutoff is11.66, while
the Coulombic term cutoff is 12.66 (4σoxy). For atoms of different LJ molecules the common
Lorentz-Berthelot mixing rules were applied:

σij =
1
2
(σi + σj) and ǫij =

√
ǫiǫj (2)

In keeping with the SPC/E model, the hydrogen molecules do not have any LJ interactions.
From the initial setup, the simulations were carried out in two phases. Initialization and equi-

libration took place during Phase I, where an energy minimization was implemented on the initial
atom arrangement, after which a 400-ps equilibration occurred. The equilibration occurred in the
canonical ensemble (NVT) with a Nosé–Hoover thermostat at300 K on all atoms. The tempera-
ture, vapor pressure, and energy were monitored to ensure equilibrium prior to the beginning of
Phase II.

At the start of Phase II, the thermostat is removed from all atoms except those in the second
monolayer of the substrate. The temperature of these atoms was increased (instantaneously) to

TABLE 2: LJ potential parameters

LJ Interaction σ(Å) ǫ(eV) rc(Å)

Cu-Cu 2.3300 0.40960 12.664

Cu-C 3.0825 0.02578 12.664

Cu-O 2.7480 0.05254 12.664

Cu-H 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Ni-Ni 2.2800 0.51970 12.664

Ni-C 2.8400 0.60000 12.664

Ni-O 2.7230 0.05918 12.664

Ni-H 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

Pt-Pt 2.4750 0.52115 12.664

Pt-C 2.9500 0.02206 12.664

Pt-O 2.8205 0.05927 12.664

Pt-H 0.0000 0.00000 0.0000

O-O 3.1660 0.00674 12.664

O-C 3.1900 0.00455 12.664

O-H 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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400 K to induce nucleate boiling, while all other atoms were held in the microcanonical (NVE)
ensemble. Over the course of 3000 ps the high-temperature thermostat atoms were allowed to
interact with the upper layers of the substrate, graphene, and water, thereby increasing the overall
temperature of the system. Both phases used a velocity-Verlet integration scheme with a 1-fs time
step.

Thermal conductivity was calculated using the Green-Kubo method. First, the heat fluxJ
was calculated using the formula

J =
1
V

[

N
∑

i=1

(ei − Si)vi

]

(3)

whereV is the solid volume,ei is the per-atom energy,Si is the per-atom stress tensor, andvi is
the per-atom velocity. Then thermal conductivityk can be determined via the ensemble average
of the autocorrelation of the heat flux:

k =
V

3kBT 2

∫

∞

0
〈J(0) · J(t)〉dt (4)

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant andT is the temperature. As these simulations utilize clas-
sical MD, it should be noted that all conductivities only include the portion due to phonon trans-
port.

In order to gain further insight into the relationship between the substrate, graphene sheet,
and liquid water, we calculated the vibrational density of states (VDOS) for these system com-
ponents. The VDOS is proportional to the Fourier transform of the normalized velocity autocor-
relation function (VACF) and can thus be calculated using the following relation:

D =

∫

∞

−∞

∑N

i=1〈vi(t) · vi(0)〉
∑N

i=1〈vi(0) · vi(0)〉
(5)

wherevi is the velocity of theith atom, and
∑N

i=1〈vi(t) · vi(0)〉/
∑N

i=1〈vi(0) · vi(0)〉 is the
normalized VACF.

In order to better compare the VDOS data we calculated a quantity S, the overlap of the
vibration spectra:

S =

∫

∞

0 D1(f)D2(f)df
∫

∞

0 D1(f)df
∫

∞

0 D2(f)df
(6)

whereD1 andD2 are two different VDOS profiles. Two overlaps were calculated for each case,
between the substrate and water (SSW ), and graphene and water (SGW ).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In general, the metal-graphene substrates all increase in temperature very quickly after the onset
of Phase II, reaching the target temperature within 30 ps. The SiG substrate requires a bit more
time, taking more than 650 ps to reach 400 K. There is very little separation between the water
temperatures of different plane cases for all but the SiG substrate, in which the 111 plane reaches
the target temperature within 600 ps of heating, while the other planes require 1100 ps. It should
be noted that the temperature overshoot in the SiG cases was∼ 7%–12%, compared to only
∼ 5% for the metal-graphene cases.
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Figure 2 shows the through-plane thermal conductivity for each substrate as heat is pro-
vided in thez direction, along with reference values for validation purposes. The bottom bar
graph shows the conductivity for different planes of each pure substrate, while the top shows
the overall SLG-coated substrate conductivity for the 100 plane as well as typical graphene-
only conductivities. Starting at the bottom of the figure, Cuhas shown 2%–10% phonon con-
tribution to the total thermal conductivity (400 W/mK) in previous works (Momenzadeh et
al., 2013; Yao et al., 2017), which aligns well with the present results shown (∼ 2.5%–9.5%
phonon contribution). Momenzadeh et al. (2013) calculatedCu conductivity via the MD/Green-
Kubo method at zero pressure (and using an EAM potential), while Yao et al. (2017) exper-
imentally determined low-temperature (< 60 K) phonon conductivity in single-crystal Cu by
suppressing electronic thermal conduction via magnetic field. Ni (bulk k ∼ 90 W/mK) shows
8%–30% phonon contribution, which is somewhat higher than the previous work by Ou et al.
(2008), which found∼ 3% phonon contribution at 300 K by using Ni nanowire and estimat-
ing phonon conductivity from resistivity measurements andthe Wiedemann-Franz law. How-
ever, boundary scattering effects in the nanowire could explain their lower conductivity values.
There is good agreement with Heino and Ristolainen (2003), who used MD to apply a con-
stant heat flux (in the 100 direction), measuring the temperature gradient, then directly calcu-
lated the conductivity. Pt (bulkk ∼ 71 W/mK) shows 3%–28% phonon contribution, which
is also in good agreement with Heino and Ristolainen (2003) (∼ 15% phonon contribution).
Si (bulk k ∼ 145 W/mK), which has a very large phonon contribution, has a thermal con-
ductivity ranging from∼ 6 to 11 W/mK, lower than that found by Esfarjani et al. (2011),
which used the MD/Green-Kubo method at 600 K and resulted in conductivities of 27–47
W/mK.

The single-layer graphene sheet, as expected, has a through-plane thermal conductivity grea-
ter (by one to two orders of magnitude) than that of the metallic and semiconductor substrates
studied. Typical values of the 100 plane (labeled “SLG”) areshown in the top of Fig. 2.

FIG. 2: Thermal conductivity values for the different substrate planes (bottom) as well as graphene only
and SLG-coated substrates (top), with error bars shown in red
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The graphene-onlyk values ranged from 13 to 200 W/mK, which is much lower than found
in previous studies (Evans et al., 2010; Nika et al., 2009), though these measured the in-plane
conductivity of free (suspended) SLG. Also, supported graphene has lower thermal conduc-
tivity in part due to damping of out-of-plane phonon modes (Ong and Pop, 2011; Seol et al.,
2010). Thek values presented here represent the through-plane conductivity, and as graphene is
an anisotropic 2D material this tends to be much lower than its in-plane conductivity (Nika et
al., 2009; Ong and Pop, 2011). Indeed, in our study the in-plane conductivity (not shown) was
found to be anywhere from one to three orders of magnitude greater than the through-plane con-
ductivity. For comparison, results from Alofi and Srivastava (2013) (of through-plane graphite
conductivity) are presented with our data. We expect this tobe of the same order of magnitude
as graphene through-plane conductivity. The SLG-substrate conductivity for the 100 planes is
shown in dark blue. In all cases they are higher than that of the bare substrate, and in the 100-
and 110-plane cases they are either within the margin of error or below the values of the SLG
conductivity. Curiously, the conductivity values for the 111-plane SLG substrates (not shown)
are all greater than the SLG-only values. Further exploration is required to determine the exact
cause; however, it is possible that the combination of Si’s diamond lattice and 111 plane results
in better coupling between materials, resulting in a reduction of cross-plane phonon scattering.
There was no obvious trend regarding specific lattice planes(100, 110, etc.) having higher or
lower conductivities, but it is clear that the addition of graphene greatly improves overallk val-
ues. The PtG100 case showed the largest overall combined conductivity, averaging just above
148 W/mK.

Figure 3 shows some typical thermal conductivity profiles for SLG-coated substrates during
Phase II. Generally, there is a brief period (0.5–1.5 ns) of transience after the temperature is
increased at the beginning of the phase, after which conductivity values become relatively stable.

Figure 4 shows Phase II heat flux profiles for the SLG substrates (110 plane) in order to
highlight the overall trends. As mentioned, there is a heat flux peak reached very soon (within

FIG. 3: Phase II thermal conductivity profile for select SLG-coatedsubstrates
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FIG. 4: Heat flux profile for SLG-coated substrates. Inset shows values at the end of the simulation.

0.2 ns) after the onset of Phase II, followed by an exponential decay as the temperature equalizes.
At around 3 ns the flux values tend to reach stable levels with respect to time, as well as in relation
to one another.

Figure 5 details the heat flux profiles for each case. The fluxesshown represent running av-
erage values based on the total energy increase of the water from the beginning of Phase II.
Results from additional grapheneless simulations (water was heated directly on the 100 plane
of the metal and Si substrates) were also included for comparison. For the CuG, PtG, and SiG
substrates the initial profile had distinct maxima in the first 50–100 ps, with∼ 1–2 GW/m2

difference between peaks (shown in the bottom of the figure).The 110, 111, and 111 planes
resulted in the highest peaks, respectively. Of the graphene-containing cases, CuG110 resulted
in a maximum overall peak of 4.50 GW/m2, while SiG110 had the lowest peak of 1.58 GW/m2.
However, perhaps the most surprising result is that for all materials the grapheneless substrates
had much higher initial peaks than the others, ranging from∼ 4 to 14 GW/m2. The interfacial
thermal (Kapitza) resistance between the graphene and substrate layers could play a role in this
effect, reducing heat transfer between solid layers as wellas graphene-water layers (Alexeev et
al., 2015). The single-layer nature of the graphene would also play a role, as the thermal conduc-
tance of graphene tends to increase with the number of layers(Chang et al., 2012). This overall
trend goes against previous experimental works (Jaikumar et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2015), which
showed an increase in heat flux with the addition of a graphenecoating. However, it should be
noted that in those experiments, the resulting graphene surfaces have increased surface rough-
ness compared with the plain substrates, as well as multiplegraphene layers, both of which
could act to increase heat flux over the bare substrate cases.These millimeter-scale experiments
showed overall heat fluxes on the order of 1 MW/m2, three to four orders of magnitude lower
than found in our nanoscale simulations.
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FIG. 5: Heat flux values for different substrate cases, with error bars shown in red.

In general, however, the initial peak would only be of interest in applications with extremely
short durations, as the peak effects subside within 1.5–2.5ns of the temperature increase. Af-
ter this point the heat fluxes reach relative levels that remain the same for the remainder of the
simulation. For example, for the PtG substrate, after∼ 2.5 ns the 100 plane exhibits the highest
flux, followed by the 110 and 111 planes, and this remains the case until the end of the simu-
lation. Thus, for longer heat transfer processes the stableflux values (top of figure) would be
of greater interest. In all cases, after the initial peak theheat flux decreased exponentially to-
ward a steady state value with less separation between cases. By the end of Phase II separation
between maximum and minimum cases typically ranged between∼ 0.02 and 0.20 GW/m2. It
should be noted that among graphene-containing cases the maximum initial peak did not predict
the maximum average values at the end of the simulation; in fact the opposite appears to be true.
The cases exhibiting the highest initial peaks tended to have the lowest average heat flux val-
ues. Also, the (grapheneless) Cu, Ni, Pt, and Si100 cases moved from having the highest initial
peaks to either the lowest or next-to-lowest fluxes averagedover the entirety of Phase II. The
CuG100 and CuG111 stable fluxes were 1.7× greater than that of Cu100, while NiG111 was
9.6× greater than Ni100. PtG100 shows a 4.7× increase over Pt100, while SiG110 is 2.3×
greater than Si100. Of the SLG-substrate cases, SiG110 resulted in the highest average heat flux
value (∼ 0.31 GW/m2), while CuG110 had the lowest (∼ 0.03 GW/m2). This general trend does
follow the experimental data. Due to graphene’s superior conductivity the initial Kapitza resis-
tance is overcome and allows SLG-coated substrates to have better heat flux performance than
grapheneless substrates once a steady heat flux is achieved.

Based on Fourier’s law of heat conduction, Fig. 6 details thetemperature gradient for an
SLG-substrate case (CuG100) and a grapheneless case (Cu100) from the known conductivity
and heat flux profiles. As can be seen, thedT/dz values for the SLG substrate are lower than
that of the grapheneless case, especially in the first half ofPhase II. Although its through-plane
conductivity is poor, graphene’s high in-plane thermal conductivity allows for more uniform
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FIG. 6: Time-averaged Phase II temperature gradient data for select cases (log-scale).

heating. In practical terms, this much less steep temperature gradient results in a reduction of hot
spots, thereby preventing overheating of the substrate. Later in the simulation, once the water
temperature has had a chance to increase via conduction, thegradient of the grapheneless case
is much closer to that of the SLG substrate, though still∼ 2 × larger. Although not shown, the
dT/dx anddT/dy gradients show the same trend, but with even larger differences in the first
half of the simulation.

The nanoscale boiling curves for select substrates were plotted in Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) to
give a sense of the boiling process and CHF trends. To obtain the curves separate simulations
were run, where after the Phase I equilibration process the temperature was incrementally raised
from 373 to 473 K over 3.5 ns. The temperature of the substratewas raised to various tem-
peratures between 373 and 433 K and each kept steady for 500 psbefore moving to the next
temperature. An interpolated curve was included for each data set to guide the eye. As could be
predicted from the steady heat flux values of Fig. 5, the SLG cases generally show higher heat
fluxes than the grapheneless cases. The CHF for the Cu100 is∼ 0.31 GW/m2, while the CuG100
CHF is∼ 0.36 GW/m2, an increase of∼ 14%. Also, the CHF is seen to occur earlier in the SLG
case, at 20 K superheat compared to the 25 K superheat required for the grapheneless case.
The PtG100 case (∼ 0.48 GW/m2) shows a∼ 9% increase in CHF over that of Pt100 (∼ 0.43
GW/m2). In this case, where both substrates have similar CHF values, the same superheat is
required. Taking both the Cu and Pt cases together and because the heating surface is almost
perfectly flat (so nanoscale roughness does not come into play), this suggests that larger CHF
values will occur at lower superheat due to better heat transfer, which can vaporize the liquid
and bring about film boiling more quickly. In general, the conductivity enhancement due to the
SLG coating allows better overall heat transfer, which follows the trends in Fig. 5 and previous
experiments (Jaikumar et al., 2017; Seo et al., 2015). AfterCHF is reached, the flux drops briefly
before continuing to rise again during film boiling.

All S values, which measure the degree of VDOS overlap, are detailed in Table 3. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, in all cases SSW had the highest overlap value. Again, due to the hydrophobicity
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 7: Time-averaged Phase II temperature gradient data for select cases (log-scale)

of graphene the substrates tend to interact more strongly with the liquid, which improves vibra-
tion spectra overlap. Although graphene can improve conductivity, it still has a weak correlation
with water, which may hinder overall heat transfer somewhat.

In order to determine whether the VDOS overlap correlated with better heat transfer, the heat
flux values were plotted against the ratios of the overlap values, shown in Fig. 8. In particular,
the ratios SGW/SSW were chosen (the rawS values were also plotted against the heat flux,
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FIG. 8: Steady heat flux vs. overlap ratio SGW/SSW.

but no significant correlation was found), as these ratios can perhaps give a good view of the
mismatch between substrates. The ratios for all cases rangebetween∼ 0.3 and 0.5, suggesting
a certain amount of mismatch, and thus Kapitza resistance, is always present. The only type of
adsorption present in the simulations is physisorption, itis assumed that the stronger and more
stable chemisorption bonding would result in smaller Kapitza resistance (Alofi and Srivastava,
2013), higher overlap ratios, and higher heat flux. The figureshows the steady flux values at
the end of our simulation (with a trendline to guide the eye) and shows a positive correlation.
This positive correlation makes intuitive sense, since an increase in the overlap ratio (while< 1)

TABLE 3: Boiling curves for (a) CuG100 and Cu100, and (b) PtG100 and Pt100

Case SSW SGW SGW/SSW

CuG100 0.5015 0.1559 0.3109

CuG110 0.5808 0.2058 0.3544

CuG111 0.6486 0.2089 0.3221

NiG100 0.6224 0.2206 0.3545

NiG110 0.5441 0.2273 0.4178

NiG111 0.6202 0.2379 0.3837

PtG100 0.6082 0.2063 0.3392

PtG110 0.5675 0.2070 0.3648

PtG111 0.6302 0.2144 0.3401

SiG100 0.4467 0.2183 0.4887

SiG110 0.5265 0.2184 0.4149

SiG111 0.5415 0.1850 0.3417
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implies less thermal resistance (between graphene and water) and more efficient heat transfer.
At higher liquid temperatures, higher-frequency graphenemodes (which also have a somewhat
higher VDOS) are better coupled to the water and play a largerrole in heat transfer, as opposed
to the lower-frequency modes which dominate when the spectral temperature is closer to that of
the adjacent liquid or solid (Mao et al., 2013).

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) detail the liquid water density profiles during Phase II for Cu and Ni,
and Pt and Si substrates, respectively. In order to calculate the density, the simulation domain
was sliced into 1-̊A-high slabs, running the entirex andy directions. The density of each slab
was then averaged every 5000 time steps for the duration of the simulation. The density values
presented were averaged over the entire duration of the phase. Only the first 20Å are shown

(a)

(b)

FIG. 9: Phase II density profile for liquid water over (a) CuG and NiG,and (b) PtG and SiG substrates.
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in order to better view the density stratification near the solid wall. It should be noted that the
oscillatory behavior of the density near the graphene sheetis due to the expected stratification
due to wall interaction (Alexeev et al., 2015), and can be attributed to the orientation of the
water molecules closest to the graphene wall, which is determined by the water dipole (Shen et
al., 2013). The differences in near-graphene liquid density between the cases can be attributed to
the substrate/graphene interaction potentials, substrate lattice constants, and planar densities. In
the case of Cu, the CuG111 shows the highest-density peak, while NiG110, PtG110, and SiG111
show the highest-density peaks for their respective substrates, though the Si peaks are closely
clustered. The highest overall peak belongs to the NiG110 case, with a value of∼ 2.18 g/cm3.
The second peaks are also closely clustered and do not appearto show significant differentiation,
but rather signify the intermediate density region before the bulk density is reached, which in
all cases occurs at roughly 10̊A, with a density between 0.90 and 0.913. For all substrates the
density values drop to nearly zero after the liquid/vapor interface, at a height of 40̊A (not shown).
The small circles in each figure mark the local maxima and minima in the density values, which
were recorded and could be compared to heat flux, thermal conductivity, and vibrational density
of states (VDOS) data to look for underlying trends.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this study molecular dynamics was used to simulate water boiling over a heated solid, which
consisted of a substrate topped with a single graphene sheet, in order to enhance boiling heat
transfer. The following concluding remarks can be drafted:

1. The addition of single-layer graphene greatly improves the through-plane thermal con-
ductivity of Cu, Ni, Pt, and Si substrates during boiling, with increases in conductivity
one to two orders of magnitude greater than that of the substrate alone. The PtG100 case
showed the best conductivity, just slightly below 148 W/mK.

2. Density stratification of water was confirmed, with a region of alternating density maxima
and minima near the graphene sheet before the bulk density was achieved after∼ 10 Å.
The density peak data were correlated with the initial maximum heat flux values, generally
predicting higher maximum flux values with increasing density.

3. For cases involving coated graphene, the highest maximumflux value occurred in the
CuG110. Bare substrates (without graphene) were also simulated and found to have higher
initial peaks, most likely due to reduced Kapitza resistance.

4. Stable heat flux values achieved by the end of the simulation time, however, tended to be
higher for the graphene-containing cases, with∼ 2–10× increases over the plain substrate
cases.

5. The temperature gradients for SLG-coated substrates were found to be much lower than
grapheneless substrates, especially shortly after the initial temperature rise. This is due to
graphene’s high thermal conductivity, which allows for more uniform heating.

6. Nanoscale boiling curves were produced, comparing select SLG-coated and grapheneless
cases. The CuG100 case showed a 14% increase in CHF (∼ 0.36 GMW/m2) over the
Cu100 case, and had higher fluxes in all stages of boiling. PtG100 showed a 9% increase
in CHF (∼ 0.48 GMW/m2) over the Pt100 case. The SLG-coated cases also required less
superheat to achieve the CHF condition.
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7. Using VDOS data, an overlap ratio SGW/SSW was calculated and used to view heat flux
trends. The maximum heat flux was found to be inversely proportional to the overlap
ratio, suggesting that the initial heat flux peak is largely dictated by the substrate’s, and
not graphene’s, VDOS (and density peak) characteristics. The average heat flux values
(for the relatively short simulation times presented in this work) also correlated inversely
with the overlap ratio.

8. For all graphene sheet and substrate combinations in thisstudy, no overlap ratio ex-
ceeded 0.5.
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